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Well, I finally made it to the first page of the newsletter,

But, let me

tell you, it is going to be hard to follow the previous act,

None of us

can say enough good things about our last slate of officers and how much
they did for us,

Knowing the new ones, I am sure we can at least match the

outstanding performance we have as a guideline.

Du~S DEADLINE -

January 31, 1982,

keep this date in mind,
$8,00,

Those of you who have not yet renewed,

After the 31st, your dues will be $10,00 - not

Unfortunately, some of us have dragged our heels months after the

first of the year in paying our dues,

This causes havoc for those of us who

spend a great deal of time compiling our membership roster.

It'll cost you

$2.00 more if you're late this year , so mail in your dues to bill lowers, our
Treasurer, (His address is listed on the back page of this newsletter.)
Christmas Iarty - 1282,

So you say i t 's a little early, eh, Bunky~t

It will

be December 11, 1982, at Willow Bend 1-olo and Hunt Club (same place as last

month),

·rnis year, we will be prepared!

i'iore on this later in the year.

We have a great newsletter this month - some super and some funny articles,
En.joy it!

A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO THE ADVANCEMENT OF AVIATION EDUCATION, HOMEBUILT AIRCRAFT AND PRIVATE AVIATION

EAA CHAPTER 168
Program for January 26, 1982 , 7:30 pm
Skyline Recreation Center

The first Chapter meeting for 1982 is one you won't want to miss!
You will have an opportunity to hear several builders reports
will b'e entertaining, and for those still searching for the
project", enlightening.
members have no project.

II

it
just right

Twenty-five to thirty percent of our Chapter
Come hear of the successes, failures and

frustrations of some of those who have taken the plunge!
In 1982 we plan to have a Buzz-In or mini fly-in every month.

Each

month we will attempt to feature a different sport flying type airport.
This will not only demonstrate our support of their facilities, but also
give them an opportunity to meet EAA members.

We feel this will be bene-

ficial to the entire flying community.
We will also have our first fly-in of the year.
9:00 am to noon Saturday, January 30th

9

It will be from

at Hudson Airport in Mesquite.

This is a nice hometown type airpo~t, recently acquired by the City of
Mesquite.

Our fly-in will lend support to this much needed facility.

Remember to preserve aircraft --- fly safely!
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· HANGAR ECHOES
Editor
DICK CAVIN
10529 Sqmerton
Dallas, Texas 75229
214/351-4604
January 1982
As we begin another year, it is the time to look both forward and backward, with both
a satisfaction for past accomplishments and anticipation of future events.
I am not prattling mere emp_ty words when I say that our group of officers for the
past year have been outstanding. Each and every one of them has given of themselves
without reservation and the results show it.
Our membership rolls climbed above the 265 mark in 1981. This means that not only is
EAA's reputation and appeal becoming well known among private pilots, but also that
for the first time for many there are visible and tangible benefits in personal participation in a group of those with like interests and goals.
The most powerful factor influencing the influx of new people into EAA has to be what
the inflation monster has done to the flying aspirations of the average man. The
astronomical prices of new airplanes not only takes them far out of reach of possible
buyers of the family use category, but it also directly affects the hourly rental costs
of both new and older airplanes. Escalating costs of doing business, higher insurance,
and maintenance costs have all combined to push rental costs for a 4-place medium performance retractable past $50 per hour. Even fixed gear types go for about $35 to $40
per hour and 2-place trainers are right behind them at $25 to $30 per hour. Thus, a
one-hour-per-month average of pattern flying, touch and goes, or just puttering around
sightseeing can add up to a pretty good-sized hunk of pesos going down the proverbial
rat hole in a year's time.
If the personal automobile wasn't a necessity in our life today and the cheapest one
we could buy would cost about $25,000, and a good used Cadillac was $50,000 or so, most
of us would have to ,em a car. And, if that cost us $20 to $25 per hour, can you
imagine 98% of the people riding bicycles or motor scooters?
In the final analysis, everyone would much rather own their own airplane, just as they
would rather own their own auto or motorboat. Allthis leaves Mr. Average Guy pretty
frustrated about his dreams of loading his family aboard their own airplane and flying
to some of those glamor spots for a weekend.
Still another factor dimming the plan ownership picture is the effect of airline
deregulation. Ridiculously low fares, 550 mph cruise speeds, and no inclement weather
gambles make it pretty hard to present logical and convincing arguments to the wives
about getting there via the personal airplane.

Just about the time the picture looked the darkest and most frustrating, a few rays of
hope began to appear from the do-it-yourself cro~d., For the sports minded, the
evolution of the hang glider into the ultralight airplane brought on an unprecedented
surge of popularity, particularly among the under-30 group.
In a sense, we see history repeating itself. Back in the depression days of the 1930s,
no one had any money and there was no EAA as a rallying point. Sti ll, a sizable number
started to build their own airplanes from plans appearing in popular mechanical magazines
and using converted motorcycle engines. This growing "menace" was stamped out by a
new government bureaucracy feeling its oats of power and authority, when they decreed
that no unlicensed airplane could cross a civil airway or operate from designated
airports .
With the advent of two low-powered airplanes, Mr. Taylor's Cub and Jean La Roche's
Aeronca C-2, true low-cost flying was suddenly available to one and all and the light
plane industry was born. Low cost, easy-to-fly airplanes and little grass roots
airports were soon found in even the remotest parts of the country and the word "Cub"
soon became a household synonym for any airplane smaller than an airliner. That's why
we still have a good many thousand light planes still around 50 years later.
Those humble little light planes became of inestimable value to the nation in the years
to come. As war clouds appeared on the horizon, a government sponsored quasi-military
flig ht program was instituted at every college or junior college in the nation. Soon
there was a huge pool of pilots, instructors, and mechanics for the military to draw
on from this Civilian Pilot Training (CPT) program. · It was so successful that the
military did nearly all of their primary training under hundreds of civilian contractors.
Cadets were trained in government-owned airplanes but most of the instructors were
graduates or former instructors in the CPT program. There is no telling how many
millions of dollars were saved, or how many lives were spared, because of that civilian
program. No doubt, the course of the war was shortened several years and perhaps the
outcome of the war might have even been different because of the tra ining time factor
for pilots. If traditional military primary training had been the only available
method, it is certain that the costs would have at least been quadrupled and the
prog ram would have taken many, many months longer. It also gave the airlines a pilot
pool on which to draw, not only enabling them to maintain domestic transport of peopl e
and goods vital to the war effort, but it also make it possible for them to train additional thousands of military transport pilots and pioneer aerial supply routes to farflung parts of the globe.
For once, the government got their money back a thousand times over, or perhaps a
hundred thousand times over. From the humble beginnings of a couple of new light
plane designs, millions of lives were affected .
As the war came to an end , there were many predictions of an airplane in every garage
as hundreds of thousands of trained pilots came home, but the light plane industry
fell flat. The military pilots, used to flying very fast or heavy military airplanes,
weren't turned on by flying a 90 mph airplane around a traffic pattern doing touch and
goes. Besides, they had more than they could handle in providing for their new
famil ies and getting their feet in the doors of the business world. Of all the original
light plane manufacturers , only Piper survived - and even they barely hung on with
their new 4-place Tri-Pacer.
-
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So now, we've gone full circle. Agai~, the manufacturers have turned their backs on _,
the personal plane owner. Now they are more than happy to leave the market of 1- and
2-place pleasure airplanes to the honlebuilt entrepreneurs, as they feel the number of
new pilots generated will eventually be a market for some of their used aircraft, thus
strengthening their dealer network.
In add ition to the bottom of the line ultralights, a new dimension in the homebuilt
field has been added - a wide variety of high-performance 2-placers. Their performance ranges from 150 to 160 mph cruise on converted VW engines to well above 200 mph
on the 180 hp ones. The advent of the composite construction airplane really began
with the tiny KR-1 and lit the fuse on a whole new method of airplane construc tion.
The people were told that they could build one and they began to believe. Then,
along came the ~arieze and its very name said "Very Easy" to build. It evolved into
the Long-eze and was foil owed by the ,Glasair,
·
On the heels of the first Varieze along came the Quickie,, It opened eyes because of
its radical depa rture from usual design arrangements and its very efficient performance with a tiny 18 hp engine. A single-place airplane design always triggers a 2place version if it is at all successful it seems, so within a couple of years, up
popped two look-alike 2-place versions. First was the Dragonflv. followed a few
months later by the smaller Quickie II. Both were powered by engines th.at had evolved
from the latter day VW air-cooled engines and gave superb miles-per-gallon performance
while cruising a little over 150 mph. The Q-2 people offered a premolded fuselage shell
that saved the builder some 50 to 75 manhours of labor. A high-powered ;:id campaign
was launched, with expensive full-page ads in color trumpeting a complete airplane
kit for under $10,000. The Dragonfly design, on the other hand, had adopted a less
radical fuselage shape, using a flat bottom and sides that were capped with nowcompound curved turtlebacks that were easily laid up in the very simpl est of female .
molds. It also had nearly 40% more wi ng area than the Q-2 (100 sq.ft. vs. 66 sq.ft.),
which translated to considerably shorter takeoff and landing distances, better climb
rates , and lower stall speed. It pays a slight penalty for these characteri stics at
the other end of the speed envelop, but a surprisingl y small amount.
If we look back at the abortive BD-5 design and the associated high-pressure promotion,
we can see a couple of significant facts emerge concerning the attitude and daydreams
of the average private pilot. If they can be convinced that they can easily build it
from a kit, they'll take step #2 and buy it. What really happened at step #1 was the
twin lures of high performance.and low price put thejr dream generator in the max
overspeed mode.
I believe that all of us in EAA are derelict in our responsibility if we do not
emphasize the hard, cold facts of life about building ~ airplane. It· has been
repeatedly proven that the amount of time required to build any type of airframe
is relatively insignificant when compared to the time required to fabrica te and
install the various systems (controls, electrical, fuel, brakes, bafflinq, exhaust,
air intake, cowling, instruments, upholstery, landing gear, lighting, ·ttta8io, glazing
(windshield, canopy, windows, etc.), and painting). Those are the items that take up
80% of the required time to build an airplane. I'm speaking of comparing kit airplane
to kit airplane when I say -this, of course.
I don't want to throw cold water on the dreams of people, but the P-roven fact~ are
there for all to see. Perhaps you have wondered why the FAA has really never had
any problem with any of the kit suppliers going beyond their "51%" rule. That is
because they know how much time is required to fabric ate and install systems. That

is the very reason, too, that you are seeing so many ultralights on the scene. They
either eli minate or ~implify the above mentioned sy terns. At present, they are outside
of the FAA ' s requirements for amateur-built airplanes and the kit suppliers can and
do put out from 80% to 100% of the airplane in its final form. It will be interesting
to see how the FAA's new guidelines will affect the burgeoning ultralig ht indus try.
The sheer volume of kits produced certainly qualifies it for the description of
industry. Right here in Dallas (Duncanville), Rotec is turning out 125 kits per
month. That' s 1,500 per year! Several others are cranking them out at a much higher
rate , too, so it's no wonder we hear figures of 20,000 ultralights now flying. It
might wel l be true.
There is one significant fact about the ultralights that doesn't seem to penetrate
the ostri ch-like attitude of most of the aviation people: It is a TAKE HOME machi ne
(or at least the most popular ones are)! Unless you are fortunate enough t o have a
homesite adjacent to an airstrip (i.e., Kitty Hawk, Airpark, etc.) and have your own
hangar, you ' ve got what well might be a budget buster. Hangars are like borrowed money.
Very expens ive and hard to impossible to find, Whether we want to admit to it or not,
the airplane of the near future without quickly foldable or detachable wings is going
to be a rarity (in the personal airplane field). If the size and storage configuration
doesn't make it a readily compatible T-hangar cotenant, it 's going to lead to problems
and disappointments for the owner.
The quickly foldable wing really originated with the high wing Tailwind and Cougar
buil ders. They used a universal joint at the rear spar, with removable bolts at the
front spar and the lift strut. The foldable cantilever low-wing was introduced by one
of our present chapter members,_GENE TURNER, on his then-new T-40 design, an all-wood
singl e place. The Stits Playmate was another with a very quickly foldable low wing
(strut-braced) . It was an add-on feature to the time-proven T-18s and Mystang !Is
and could be adapted readily to almost any cantilever low wing.
Unfortu nately, the newer composite designs don't lend themselves to this method.
Outside tie-down is a poor alternatuve for this type, too, as they must be well
protected from both ultraviolet and infrared exposure for extended periods.
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I was talki ng to our new Vice President, Clarence Way, the other day and he had just
done a little survey of our chapter roster that was quite an-eye-opener. He found
that there were 220 flying airplanes or listed projects in our chapter. which involved
Jl9 different types! Only about 40 members did not ·l ist a project or an airplane .
That certainly makes Chapter 168 one of the most active chapters anywhere. Perhaps
even the most active. Bear in mind, too, that the roster was compiled in JanuaryFebruary last year and several new members and projects came into the chapter at the
latter part of the year.
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To me, the s ignificance of those numbers isn't in the total number of airplanes and
projects as much as the wide diversity of types. This meant that a chapter newcomer
in search of a project very probably could soon be in touch with someone to discuss
the gene~a l class of project that suited his fancy or specifications. If he was
incli ned towards aerobatics, there are seve'ral very competent aerobatic pilots and
builders in our group that could counsel him and introduce him to others of like
persuasi on. He would soon be able to examine the array of those types of aircraft
first hand (Pitts Special, Christen Eagles, Hiperbipes, Stephens Akros, RV-3s and 4s,
Bueckers 1 Swick Ts. etc.). If it was restoration of a vintage, classic, or an antique,
he'd have at least one rep of the entire spectrum of manufactured aircraft to advis e
him and steer him to others in that group.

I
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If biplanes were his forte, he could sur vey t he entire field of availab le types in
the flesh, so to speak. Or, if he ~a~teq a f as t and sporty 2-placer to go crosscountry in, he could again pick and choose from a wide variety of wood , metal, or
composite types, could look at their plans , learn what tools and shop equipment
are needed, discuss costs and suppliers, and probab ly even get a rid e in· one. The
same can be said for everything from ultralights on up.
~

Most newcomers are timid and fearful about jimping into homebuild i ng or restoration
and the morale value of having experienced ones t o t alk to is like gold to them. As
they get acquainted with chapter members, they soon find there is a great wealth of
highly talented and experienced people in the group and that they are willing to
share their expertise. I think you get the picture of the value of a chapter such
as ours.
Another thing that strikes me over and over t hrough the years is that i n spite of
very widely divergent interests, they all see fi t to come under the chapter umbrella
and to partake of the comradeship and association of other chapter members.
A couple of years back, we had a program where the members building one particular
type of aircraft would get up and give a bri ef pr es entation of why they chose that
design, discussed the vital statistics of it, the quality and clarity of the plans,
costs, tools, and progress report of local projects. Our program chairman, who is
also our vice president, Clarence Way, has schedu l ed this theme for our January
meeting and I think you will be very pleased wit h it. The previous one of this type
was extremely well received by the troops. It he lps ·everyone to get acquainted and
showcases the scope and variety of activi t y on t he local scene.
Here's another chapter activity we're going to l ay on you that you' ll like. Each
month, near the end of the month, we are going t o schedule a "Buzz-I n" of local chapter
airplanes. It will be a group "air tour" to one of the airports in the Metroplex area
or close by. A special effort to get _g]J_ chapter airplanes now fly i ng. to particip_ate
wi 11 be made. An effort wi 11 be made to see that chapter members get "buddy rides11
in chapter 2-placers and widen out the flying fu n to all those temporarily without
wings. Some will have to come by car, true, but if three or four get together to
share the ride, it will be an opportunity to do a little hangar flyi ng en route.
It will be an opportunity for us to all have lunch together (even though we may have
to brown bag it) or have a little picnic when the weather pennits .
Advance arrangements will be made with airport operators for all aircraft to be parked
together. It will not only be a good way to stir up more aviation i nterest for the
airport operator, but also an excellent chance t o get in some really good PR about
EAA and homebuilts among local pilots . We can offer a few courtesy rides on occasion
and have a little fun ourselves doing a littl e pattern flying. We'll have to watch
our flying manners and be careful to not interfere with normal activ ities. We want
to leave a good taste for EAA people i n our wake , not criticism. Of course, good
manners will apply to those arrivi ng by car, too. If children are br ought along, it is
essential.that they be kept under control and we should be all careful to not little,
smoke around aircraft, and all the other things that good manners and consideration
require. Let's also be careful to observe their rules for parking airplanes (and
autos, too). These events can really be fun if everyone does their part . Folding
chairs are nice for the bull session groups, but see that they don't blow around.
If we buy gas from the airport operator, it would probably be appreci ated in most
places.

Our first Buzz-In/drive-in will take place Saturday, January 30th at Hudson AirpOTt
and this one is something special . The FAA wi ll nave a Safety Seminar from 10:00 to
12:00 a.m. and it will feature a tape and slide presentation and film on weather and
also one on mountain flying. If you pttend and register, you'll be eligi ble to win
a $60,000 airplane as part of the GAMA Sweepstakes for 1982! It's free. too.
•
Regardless of weather, they'll hold the Safety Seminar. Flying activities and demo
flights wi l l be on from l to 2 p.m . If weather bombs out the flying part, we'll try
that part of it again the following Saturday, Febru ary 6th.
If we take a look at the winter fly ing accidents in Colorado alone.. it loo!ks like this:
There have been 19 airplanes downed in winter flying acc idents there so far this year.
Eleven of them have been from Texas and 3 of them have been from Dallas! See why
the FAA and others are very concerned? Do you ever wonder if there is something very
wrong with our pilot licensing procedure when it's legal (but incredibly stupid)
for a pilot with pnly 150 hours.total to load a 6-passenger turbocharged, sophisticated
airplane up and head straight into a mountain blizzard? What about the innocent
passengers that lose their lives in their ignorance of the pilot's qualifications?
Because he shows his private pilot's license to them, they assume he is a well train,i,
veteran pilot that the FAA has tested and found qual ified to be safe to carry
passengers. Why do insurance companies even cover rental or private aircraft under
such conditions? They're nuts if they do, regardless of how much t hey jack up the
premiums.
11
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I forgot to mention that one other reason for the occasion at Hudson Airport is to
introduce the flying fraternity to the "New Look" there. It is now owned by the City
of Mesguite and will, henceforth, be known as ''.Phil L. Hudson Municipal . 11 Now that it
is a city- owned facility, it will qualify for both State and Federal funding aicl for
airports to improve ru nways, taxiways, roads, and other terminal fac ilities, including
lighting and radio navigational faci l ities. This could mean another training ILS could
be installed -there at a future date, just like the one at Denton. It's quite possible
we'll see these ILS setups at all the so-called reliever airports around the perimeter
of the Metroplex. They would be a big help in reducing ILS traini ng congestion at
Love, Meacham, and Addison.
Hudson Airport had gone down somewhat under private ownership, but we have reason to
believe it will bounce back better than ever with the infusion of money and aggressive
leadership.
If you are driving to Hudson, our Fly-In Director for· 1982, Norm Seaton, says to take
I-20 eastbound to the Lawson Road exit. Turn right (south) and go about l mile to
Scyene Road. Turn right again (west) and go about½ mile and the airport entrance
will be on your left. Norm just sold his littl e Yankee, so he won' t have anything
to fly there, but he's decided to write down some of his thoughts about saying goodbye to an airplane that he spent some very pleasant hours in. (See his article in
this newsletter.) He and his father-in- law, Horace Wi ll i ams, have some future airplane
plans on tap. They are not going to build just one Dragonfl~. They are going to build
TWO of them. They bought our turtleback molds last week and are now ordering materials
and suppli'es for them.
However, you will be seeing a little low-wing on a tricycle gear there. It has a
white paint job with a saucy red stripe down the side and it has a canopy that goes
up and back and it's aerobatic and carries two side-by-side. Oh, yes, it's all wood
and has an elliptical wing. Give up? It's a Helton LARK. a cute little airplane
whose grandfather was designed by the famous AL MOONEY and was called a Culver Cadet
back in the 1930s. It scoots along pretty good on a 90 hp and the new owner 1s
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walking 'on air. So you can't guess who that is? None other than our dynamic new
pres ident, JOHN HARAST. John's completed Mitchell Wing B-10 will be put up for sale
shortly, of course.
' · '
Later on this year, you'll get to see the T- 18 of a former chapter member that's just
returned to Dallas. LOU FALCONI is an engineer for LTV and has been on loan to Boeing
(Seattle) for the past couple of years. His T-18 was started in my shop in 1963
when MERLE SOULE and I joined forces to build two T-l8s at one time. Merle had heal th
and financial problems that forced him to sell it to a Waco man, who later died. Lou
bought it from his estate after it laid around for a few years. Lou had to leave it
when he went to Seattle, but now it's very -close to compl etion and will fly this
spring. We'll have the complete story on this one later on.
FRANCIS RICHARDSON's T-18 is now complete and painted and will go t o the airport for
final assembly and engine run tests. His will be the first folding wing T-18 to fly
in our chapter and it will do that very thing within the next 2 or 3 weeks, if weather
permits, of course. It's unique in that he again has used a fixed , all-metal canopy
li ke he did on his first one and it, too, will have side opening doors. It's attractive to the eye, too, faintly resemb ling the Meyers 145 of a few years back.
JOHN RUSSELL has his completed PL-4 back home to do some modifications on his rudder
and brake pedal setups. As he did his high speed taxi tests, he found the angle of his
foot between the rudder and brake pedals was awkward , so he's correcting that. One
nice thing about the fol ding wing PL-4 is that it's a simple matter to fold the wings
and trailer it back to the home shop. His PL-4 buddy, JOHN CROOK, is now back at
worki ng on his PL-4 after his Alaskan sojourn as a bus h pilot.
Our other "almost ready" project is BOB GEREN's Howard DGA-15 restoration that you
see on our cover this month (picture by Ernie Ludwick) . Bob's doing a little taxiing
of it now to·get brake adjustment at optimum. He's had one littl e problem of oil
leakage from the little rubber hoses that connect the rocker box drains and will have
to replace them now , even though they were brand new. Bob still has some cowling
and upholstery work left to do, but it won't be ground bound too much longer. Our
oncoming winter will probably slow things up a bit, but the end of another long, long
trai l for Bob is mighty close. Watch for the story of his second Howard DGA restoration that we'll have in a near future issue.
REX_ BECHDOLT's Varieze now has about half of the "penalty box" ti me in the designated
test area flown off. He has written a report of the building and fl ying of it (that
will be in this newsletter issue if it arrives in time) and I'm sure you 'll enjoy
reading it. It's a highly instrumented bird, which isn' t all that easy to do on
the Varieze's small in strument panel. Rex is also sending us an in-flight picture
that w~'ll run next month.
Sometimes people that do a lot of swimming get water on the brain and this causes
some problems during the winter months. Then they become "ice heads" and say strange
things like "modern aircraft engines don't quit anymore . With modern ignition and
fuel systems, we don' t have problems anymore, so why should I be concerned abou t
flying at night or IFR?" If you believe that, just talk to CHARLEY GRANT. He'll tell
you abo ut a little piece of his carb's innards that broke loose and went through the
induction pipes into the cylinder. He'll also tell you about how that little piece
lodged ~nder the intake valve holding it open. Can you figure our what happens in
that induction system and car when the cylinder fires? Fortunately, Charley was
ri ght over Air Park and had enough altitude left for a tight approac h (biplanes are
notoriously poor gliders). Just a little food for thought, amigos, and don't buy
that guff that when you lose one cylinder of a 4-cy linder engine, you only lose 25%
of your power . It's more like 90%!
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LES KOBERG is abou t to move his Cessna 195 out to Addison to do the installation of
the R-985 in it as soon as he makes hangar arrangements. That'll be some airplane
with that big 450 Ross radial in the nose.
We just lost a...Q.:Lproject that was getting along pretty well. JOHN GARY called me
from St. Louis the other day to say that Ma Bell had t ransferred him there and that
the Q-2 was already up there, too. Good luck up there, John, and when you get the
Q-2 flying, come back and see us some weekend.
The next day, though, FRITZ SCHMIDT called and said his 0-2 kit was on the way and
would be there this week. He has his fuselage assembly jig all ready for business,
too . His kit was supposed to arrive in early December, but that's not too much of
a delay.
Do you remember seeing JOE LINEX s Perriqrine (Fly Baby type)? His son, MARTIN, told
me that they are now converting it to a biplane much like the Bow_er~- Bi-baby. They
have quite a lot of the extra wing built, but are trying to figure out whether to
have two or four ailerons.
1

There's new activity in the T-18 hatchery. JACK WEIGLER has moved his fuselage next
door to BILL LAWLER's hangar and is getting cranked up to get going on it.
Our newest chapter member, RON BOSTIC , now has his set of T-18 plans and has ordered
the folding wing and "wide body" modification plans from LU SUNDERLAND. He has also
ordered some of his fuselage parts from Ken Knowles' one-man T-18 factory in California.

=----- - - - - - - - - -- -- ·-·-·-··.
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Through the generosity of two of our most active and enthusiastic chapter members,
Chapter 168 now has an electric IBM typewriter. JIM and PEGGY YOUNG latched on to one
that was no longer needed in their office and, instead of selling this valuable
machine, they~donated it to us. If I can ever learn to type the newsl etter myself,
maybe we can eventually eliminate a constant problem and expense. In any case, JIM
and PEGGY, youse guys are the very greatest and all of us really appreciate it!
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Along that same line, we'll have to apologize for the typing errors in last month's
newsletter. We had to have it typed at the last minute by a secretary that knew
nothing of airplanes and only had a couple of hours to get it all out. Besides that ,
she probably had trouble reading my scribbling. I suppose most of you could translate
though,when you came to phrases like "center of left". instead of "center of lift." Okay?
Finally, most of you saw the television program, PM Magazine, the other night, where
they devoted nearly half of the half hour to Chapter member JERRY MULLIN's record
flight in the converted Schweizer 2-26 sailplane. It showed his bel ly landing (with
prop feathered) at the end of his flight of over 70 hours (solo). He'll try again.
DAVE BLANTON of .Javelin Aircraft built the airplane up and installed the fuel system
for it and he sent me a schemat ic of that fuel system (which we have reproduced in
this newsletter). It's literally a flying gas tank.
His round-the-world solo flight (nonstop} may still be on if funds can be raised.
Jerry is a former co-pilot for Eastern, whose career was ended when he was in a motor cycle accident and permanently messed up one leg.
One evening out at Addison, I saw Jerry's "Phoenix" being wing-walked out to the
runway just as I was landing the T-18. I had hoped to see and talk with him, but
he went to Oklahoma City and didn't come back.
The accompanying article by Pete Beck 1 who built a T-18, is one I am also running in
the T-18 newsletter. I think you'll find it very interesting.

MY AIRPLANE IS GONE!

Il _,,,

I sol d our Yankee; I can't believe it - I really sold that Yankee, that bright red
Yankee that Sharon and I had owned for 7½ years. The sale occurred on one of those
recent fairly good weekends when the weather is good enough to fly , but not perfect.
I decided to go to the airport for hangar talk and Sharon decided to stay home and
do those things that women like to do.
I played my usual attention-getting tricks , of washi ng 11 Little Red 11 , parking it in
the middle of the walkway, opening the canopy, and acting as though I had just stopped
for a minute. Soon, I thought, some innocent person would come by and admire our
little Yankee, talk will soon start, and then I'll be promoting the Yankee with one
of my usual free demonstration rides (I've sold several Yankees by doing this until they meet a Cessna 150 expert). This one particular Saturday, two red-headed
(first hint) gentlemen were looking at all aircraft in general, so I casually asked
if they had ever flown a Yankee. These two guys had never even seen a Yankee, let
alone flown one! I took the first one flying (Bob Duncan) and he loved it; so, I
took the second one up (Lynn Taylor). When both were on the ground again, Bob asked
how much a Yankee cost, and I mentioned the price for which I'd sell N5718L.
THE REST IS HISTORY, for I suddenly found a check in my hand and they were the proud
owners of a Yankee. I shall not discuss in Hangar Echoes what happened when I
arrived home to greet Sharon with a check and no keys.
Later, while sitting at home going through Yankee withdrawal pains, my mind wandered
back to a time just a few days after I had received my private license. I decided
that renting was too impersonal, too structured, and too expensive, so I purchased
a 1/5 partnership in a 1946 Aeronca Champ. Total cost was $400.00. Sharon and I
had a blast tn that old thing. My parents, who live in Kansas, were thrilled:
their youngest son had moved to Texas, married a nice girl, and now were rich and
owned a private airplane! I don't think I ever told them it only cost $400.00.
Several months later, Sharon and I decided that it was time to move up to fancy
equipment, a larger engine, and heavy radios. So, we sold our share in the Champ
and bought a 1962 Cessna 150 straight tail, number N7376X. Good ole X-ray had two
doors, real metal on the wings, navigation lights, a starter, a rea l radio (90 channel
even), and a 100 hp engine! (The tail wheel, however, was on the wrong end of the
airplane.)
Sharon and I practically had a lov~ affair with N7376X. Over a period of 2½ years,
we put 650 hours on that little airplane, and it had become a permanent fixture in
our lives, never to depart. Where is it now? One dreadful night, high winds hit
White Rock airport, picked up our little Cessna, and dropped it straight down and
destroyed the landing gear box. The following week was a sad one in our lives.
We decided then and there that the only possible replacement for that little joy was
one of thqse snappy Yankees. I can honestly say that we have never been dissatisfied
with our Yankee; in fact, it has been a pure joy since day 11 one 11 • We have flown the
Yankee 1,000 hours. It has been to Oshkosh 5 times; Toronto, Canada; He~sh~y, PA;
.Atlanta, Georgi a; South Texas; Fort Worth; and numerous Jocations. in between,______ _
Back to the present situation: We haven't got any wings. Now, what are we going to do?
We have considered a lot of aircraft types to replace our Yankee. Just to mention
a few: I've found a fully loaded Grumman Cheeta; a 1959 Cessna 150 like N7376X;
r

-~ It:•

a "C" model Bonanza; Taylorcraft; Dragonfly; Q-2; Skyhawk; or maybe even a Pitts
Special . I would imagine that approximately 1~% of ,our EAA chapter would probably
recommend a T- 18, including_Dick Cavin and Bob Geren. I've never admitted it :before,
but I have flown a T-18 and Joyed jt; however, after close examination, I think I may
have bent both wings in the center. Don't tell Dick; I don't think he has noticed it
yet. ,cJim Rushing lets it be known that unless its a Mustang, it's only a substitute
aircraft. Therefore, unless it's a P51 or a ,Mustan_g II, I'm not really flying. After
flying his Mustang II several times, I think he may be right.
Delma Johnson hasn't even realized that any ai rplane ever existed before or after the
.Pitts Special was invented. As a few of you know, I did order a Glassair when they
first arrived at Oshkosh. I ordered one so qui ckly that I received a low serial
number and they wanted their money (something I don't have much of), so I had to
cancel. Guess what - it now has a much higher price and a far-away delivery date.
We did purchase a Sonerai one time, but after much thought, consideration , and soulsearching, we decided that a Sonerai is Ed Lawrence and Marv Brott 's dream, not ours.
So, we sold it back to Sam Jobe. _ I would purchase a .J.11.ruLmeis..:te.r__, but I've never had
a chance to fly one (that's a hint). The list goes on and on . . .
I did finally decide to negotiate with the owner of a~r~ (updated version of a
Culver Cadet). The day I decided to buy it, I was informed by Dick Cg_\lj_!')_ that
John Harast (THE FINK), our chapter president, is already the proud owner of that
fine little machine, and that means that our search must continue. My only word of
advice to you fellow aircraft owners is, "Do not pu t a price on your aircraft until
you are really ready to sell it.
11

I can tell you that I do have a general des cription of our next aircraft. It will
have at least two seats, but not more than four. It will have at least one engine,
either mounted on the front or the back. The wings will either be high, low, or
mid, or both, but must be fixed. The landing gea r will be either retractable or "down
and welded, " or in the wing tips. It must not qualify as an ultrali ght or lighterthan-air. As you can tell, I now have my set of qualifications limited to a small
selection of 1,571 possible types . . .
I wonder if Pete Ohl son has any projects for s a1e.
Qhlson has any projects for sale . . .

Better yet, I wonder if .,MRS, Pete

Norman Seaton

'
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NO FLUIDS AFTER FIVE O'CLOCK
Rated PG
There ie a ru>rrow belief that when Gaspard F'elix Tournachon embarked
on his fa.moue photographic flight in 1858 he took along a Ma. Eon jar.
This is not intended to be a lengt.}\y story on the techniques and exact
specifications of the subject to fo llow. Rather, a few observations on
a subject that has received far too little in the History of Avaition
Saga, department of bathrooms.

j

With cool weather upon us the subject becomes even more important •••
Pores do not open in cold weather thus more load is placed upon other
body systems and lo ••• the poor bladder gets all the blame. Added point,
an increase in altitude and the resultant decrease in air pressure has
a tendency to combine forces with the hydralic aspects of thi s problem
and desire is increased as of the square.
Most pilots and not a few passengers can recount amazing stories of a
unique form of stamina experienced on various occasions. Children , of
course, figure muchly in this frame of reference.
It might be said,
but often is not ••• that the engine-out landing practice requi red by the
Government is really vital practic 9 in how to get down quickest with the
mostest.
The military is rife with very fllm\Y stories about this sort
of thing.
Our..commercial friends have several products available that tend to reli eve
this problem. One is called H.E.R.E. and for$ 1.70 ( 5 or more 11.50 each
Sporty•s will let you relax in the knowledge that each can have his own •••
but where to stow them?
Jill's John is another. This one runs I 29.95
but has a carry-on and carry-off feature that bends the mind. George can
use it too, if you want to take turns.
Actually these unspeakable items
are treasures and we should be thankful that some distant manufacturer
has the courage to advertise and sell these conveniences.
If aeyone with much time in the air asks if your plane has a PR!' he is
not relating to a Position Reporting Transmitter •••but to a Pilot Relief
Tube ••• or a Passenger R.T., if you will. In 11\Y opinion one of the world' s
great inventions. I'v.e sung the praises of this little ob ject more times
than I care to tell.
Perhaps 11\Y point is that a PRT should be a must in every aircraft. There
are legal implications possibly, and they shoud be explored ,
in the
meantime a mason jar will work ••• but , the top often rusts. A film can is
too small and people look at you fllm\Y when you carry an anti-freeze can
out of the plane.
" Do you wish to declare an emergency?"
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A SHORT COURSE IN PROPELLER MAKING

PETER BECK
Jim Davis asked me to put together
some not~on prop making to be coordinated with some demonstrations at Chapter
meetings.
A number of people publish instructions
on fabricating props, for sale at reason~ble prices . Consequently, these notes will
concentrate on prop design and layout and
only touch on fabrication. The best fabrication instructions I have seen are by
Harry w.-._l.shaar, 1924 North 6th Sts , Spri:ngfield IL] 62702: (217) 544-6086. Harry
provides the -full size prop planform and
airfoil templates for a prop for Vari-ezes.
But his instructions, with excellent photos
on how to select materials, glue up a
blank, carve, balance, and finish a prop is';-•
a 28 page education on the fabrication of
any wood prop. This set of instructions are
worth three times the $17.50 he charges,
but a number of the- others aren't worth 10¢
of the $4 or $5 you pay for them.
The single most difi:lcult step in making
you~ prop is designing it - determining the
diamete r- and the pitch and a pitch distri~ution that will make an efficient prop for
your engine on your airplane. The next most
difficult step will be to lay the design
out on a prop blank. Carving, balancing,
finishing , e tc. are all downhill from there.
This article is devoted to 9'r&pc:;.deslgi:-..
DESIGN STEPS
All the designAJi?ience we need to develop
a good efficient(ae~ign for the average
homebuilt was known before 1928 and reduced
to simple charts
Key Variables
You must know three things before you
begin your design:

•.; -

horsepower at 9~ of its rated RPM. A Continental 0-200 therefore puts out a normal cruise
horsepower of 75 at 2750,less 1~ or 2478 RPM.
Consult you engine manual for the" real numbers
whenever possible.
To determine your airplane's criking speed
at this power and RPM often takes an educated
guess. You can use the cruise speed of other
planes of the same model and HP, but on homebuil ts there is often a wide variance. You can
use the design cruise speed. Bear in mind that
your plane may not live up to designeris claims,
but- then again, may do better• .You'll never
really know •til you fly it.
Design Procedure
_
RPM, horsepower, and flight speed determine
the diameter and pitch of the prop. These are
determined by using the chart in Exhibit I.
This chart or nomograph was developed by
Raoul Hoffman and appears in one of the EAA
publications. It dates from 1928 and is based
on the early work of Fred Weick at NACA about
1925.It is accurate for most low-powered engines and planes up to about 200 mph.
_Follow these steps:
- Connect horsepower (scale 1) at cruise
through RPM (scale 2) and extend the line
to the reference line {scale3).

·.,,

- Connect the resulting intersection
with the reference line through flight
speed (scale 4) and extend the line to
the proJ_!)· diameter {saale 5). Ym.i-nc:M :.. know tbe prop diameter.
- Go back a11d connect the RPM with the
flight spee<i.i!!"ne: line will pass through
the advance per tum (in feet)(scale 6).

this iatersecbion with the
prop diameter. 'Dlis line will pass thru
scale 7.

.. ,·COP.nect-

- RPM's of your engine Cat cruise)
- Power output at that RPM
- Anticipated or actual cruise speed
( be real is tic) •
If you don't know cruise power and RPM,
assume that normal cruise will be at 751.
power. Engines are rated at maximum continuous horsepower and RPM. A Continental 02009tts max 100 continuous horsepower at
2750 RPM. A satifactory rule of thumb that
applies to most flat four aircraft engines
is that the engine delivers 75~ of its rated

1

- Read the ratio of prop pitch to diameter from scale 7. Calculate prop
pitch by nrultiplying the pitch/diameter
ratio by the diameter. (You can also com.. pute the prop efficiency from scale 7.)
'lhe process is simplel To illustrate, let
us use Lou Buffardi•s Franklin engine mounted
on a Pietenpol Aircamper. On the Franklin,
65 HP is developed at 75'1, power at 2200 RPM.
Let's assume the Pietenpol will cruise at 80
mph (downhill>.
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SUMMARY
We have defined the most c ritical elements
of a prop design. Its diameter and pitch were
defined according to a method that maximizes
efficiency f or the ai:r:pl ane and engine. If
you look back at the scale in Exhibit I that
indicates the pitc~iamet er r:_atio, you can
also read the maximum efficiency for this
prop - about 71 or 7?1, . Sorry, thatt the best
we can do ( :!· c-r ,,-rr., -:., : 1. , ;_-_ c-_.f-/ '/ t - _,J · •A worklng rule-of-thumb : i;,f ·pitbi.,. ~:ii"~tril>~::-"·_,
tion has also been provided.
Other design elements such as blade thickness and width are involved in the design of
a prop. However, these have been inco:r:porat ed
in a standar d propeller planfonn and airfoils
(the old Clark Y airfoil) . '.lbis planfonn and
standard design can save us much work, and the
fact that we would use it was assumed in the
design approach above.
In the next installment we will show how
to lay out the propel ler on a blank. '.lbe prop
will u s e the des ign element s we have developed
above - and the s tandard planfonn propeller.

- Multiply .58 by the diameter of 6.5 1
and the pitch tu~out to be 3. 77 feet
or 45 .inches.
Fantastic;! Our prop for Lou's eng:ine and
airplane will have a diameter of 78" and a
pitch of 45". 'lbis pitch value is the prop•s
nominal pits}l. It is the distance forward
the prop and the airplane will advance with
one whole revolution of the prop.

(

~~

engineering gets pret ty arcane a t this
- Connect the :intersection on scale 3
• point, but Bill Cassidy who makes the
through 80 mph and -extend to scale S.
Pacesetter 200 props us e s a distr ibution
'lbe diameter is 6. 5 feet.
' '
that has been found t o be pr etty efficient.
'Ibis i s charted :in Exhibit I I . Referring to
- Connect 2200 RPM with 80 mph. 'lbis
this chart and appl ying it to Lou's prop in
l:ine :intersects the advance per tum
our exampl e above , we see that the pitch at
scale at 3.25 feet.
4CW. of the prop radius will not be 45 :inches
- Connect 3.25 feet with the diameter,
as calculated, but .90 . time s 45, or 40 . 5
6.5 feet. 'lbis l:ine :intersects the
inches.Similarly, the pitch at the tip wi~l
pitch/diameter scale at a ratio of .sa.
be 1.08 t imes 45, or 48 .6 inches.

Pitch Distribution
The nominal pitch is the pitch of the
prop only at the point of 75~ r a dius of the
prop. Air flows through the prop disc at
different speeds depending on fac tor s such
as fuselage interfe r ence, tip l osses, and
a lot of other stuff. Consequently the
pitch at any given point or sta tion on the
blade of an efficient prop will be either
somewhat higher or lower than the nominal
pitch. The result is a much more efficient
prop than one that uses the __Eame pitch at
all stations on the blade.
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DESIGN - PART II
Peter Beck
In the first part of this series of

articles we went through a simplified method for designing a propeller based on
engine horsepower and RPM and the cruising speed of the airplane on which it is
mounted. As a result of this process, we
defined the correct diameter and pitch of
the prop and learned that to be significantly more efficient, the pitch had to
vary somewhatfrom root to tip. (Remember
that while they are related, pitch and
pitch angle are different things.)
Layout Procedure
In this part, we will use the desi.gn
information to actually lay out a propeller on a blank of wood. 'lhe following
steps are involved:
- Lay out the plan fonn
- Compute correct pitch angles
- Locate trailing and leading edges
- Lay out airfoils for key stations
along the blade.
Planfonn
'lhe design procedure outlined last time
was intended to pe used with a standard
propeller planfonn. With this procedure
prop blades have a standard shape, aspect
ratio and width to length ratio. Because
we used this standard planfo.an, all the
engineering considerations for computing
blade width, area, etc., (which are
functions of engine horsepower) were incorporated in the design nomograph. If we now
do not use this standard planfo.an, we are
likely to throw off the engineering work
and affect the final efficiency of the
propeller.
Exhibit I shows this standard prop planfonn .. All dimensions ,afe expressed in
tenns of the prop raclfls. To lay out this
prop, simply compute eaeh dimension~ based
on the diaqi~ter or radius of your prop and
duplicate«the design, full size, on an
aluminum or light plywood template. Note
that the center line of the blade has a
mild sweep. '!his reduces any tendency for
the blade to flutter. Note also that the
center line of the blade is cut 'by a number of cross sections or stations. 'lhese
will be stations along the blade at which
pitch angles will be calculated.

Pitch Angles
Pitch angles must be computed because they
are needed to locate the trailing and leading edges of the blade on your prop blank.
'!hey are also needed to make angle templates
to check the accuracy of your blade angles as
you carve the prop. Remember that the pitch of
a prop is the distance that it will move forward in one revolution, but that the pitch
angle (the angle between the flat face of the
hub or the plane of rotation and the chord of
the blade airfoil at any given on the blade)
is something different. 'lhe pitch angle will~
rather large at the root of the blade and
quite flat at the tip.
Actually, it is not necessary to compute the
pitch angles in degrees, which requires a trignometric table or a calculator with trig functions, but only the tangent of the angles,
which is simpler. 'lhe procedure is simple. At
each prop blade station, 30%, 45%, 60%, etc.
of the prop radius, compute the length of the
circle that that station travels in one complete reyolution of the pro,p. Divide that
length into the pitch (in inches, adjusted
according to the pitch distribution curve provided in last month's article. 'lhe result is
the tangent of the pitch angle at that blade
station. 'lhe fonnula for this computation is
the following:
pitch
correction
tan pitch angle= _
_ _x_pitch
__ _
_ _ __
blade radius x station(as
a per cent of radius) x

.

3.1416

X

2

Let•s use the exa..-1p~e of Lou Buffardi's
Pietenpol prop again. You will recall it turned
out to be 6.5 feet in diameter, or 78 inches
and therefore has a racl.J.&s of 39 inches. It
also had a pitch of 4S 'in'ches. Compute
pitch angle at the 30% blade station.
"f'HS

the.,,,,.n•F

45 inches (pitch) times 0.85 (the pitch
correction at the station at 30% radius
from the pitch distribution chart)
equals 38.25
- 39 inches (radius) times 0.30 times
3.1416 times 2 equals 73.51
- 38.25 divided by 73.51 equals 0.5203
- 0.5203 is the tangent of the pitch angle
at the 30% blade station.
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Now compute the tangents of the pitch
angles at the other blade stations out to
the tip in the same way. Here are the re ...
sults I get for Lou'•s propeller. (Be sure
you compute the right ones for your own
prop, and don't make the mistake of using
these W'lless you want to fly like a Pieten pol.)
Station

Tangent

30%"
45

.5203
.3714
.2877

60
75
90
100

.2449

.2122
.1983
Table I

Trailing Edge Location
When you make your propeller you will
be cutting it out of a large blank consisting of several layers or laminations
about 3/4" thick each. An early step will
be to lay out the planfo.rm on the blank
and to cut it out using a handsaw. 1-be
next step will be to locate the trailing
edge on the roughed out blank.
To do this, you will need a large
piece of kraft or other paper, longer than
the radius of the-prop and 18 to 24 inches
wide, taped to a large flat surface. On
this paper draw a line along one of the
longer edges. Errect a perpendicular to it
near one edge of the paper. From the perpendicular, measure off the radius of the
prop on the long, horizontal line. On the
perpendicular, vertical line, measure up
a distance equal to the pitch of the
prop times 1o08 (from the pitch distri-

should be using a blank that is about six.
six laminations thick. In this case, subtract
the dista.~ce of the trailing edge from 3•.
1-be result will be the distance of the trailing
edge above the mounting face at the 100% station.
The trailing edge is a straight line between
this point and the flat face of the prop at the
20% station. With the measurements that we have
just developed, you can draw it directly on
your prop blank.
Leading Edge Location
Once the position of the trailing edge is
known, you can compute the location of the leading edge at each of the key stations. To do
this, you will need the actual width of your
prop.blade at each of the stations that appear
in table I together with the tangents of the
pitch angles that you computed for your prop.
To compute the location of the leading edge,
multiply the blade width at each station by the
tangent of the pitch angle at that station, and
add it to the height of the trailing edge
above the flat at that station, as shown in
the diagram below.

bution chart) divided by 6.2832.

Now, draw a line between these two
measured points to complete a triangle.
See Exhibit II which illustrates all this.
Now take the airfoil section that you
plan to use at the 100% station (See
Exhibit III), find the mid point of its
chord, and draw it on the longest leg of
the triangle, as shown in Exhibit II.
Measure the vertical distance between the
horizontal line and the trailing edge of
this airfoil. Subtract this distance from
2~25 inches. The result is the height of
the trailing edge above the flat mounting
face of the prop. This result assumes
that your prop blank is made up of 5 laminations, 3/4' thick each. If your prop is
for an engine of more than 125 HP you

--pn.,,_
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By measuring the height of the leading edge
at each of the key.stations and connecting these
points on the edge of your prop blank, you£"can
define the flat face of your prop blades. By
cutting away the material from these flat faces
and finishing to the lines, you will have completed the most critical faces of your prop.
To double check your prop face angles, you
should make an angle template for each of the
key blade stations. To do this, simply pick

some pieces of alummum aoout.:) to 4" t<v.1. e
and 8" Iong,'and use the tangents of the
pitch angles ·that you have already compu ted
to define a triangular piece.
q
Airfoils
The pro's in the commercial wood prop market today use the good old Clar k Y airfoil
or one closely r esembling it. However, the
thickness of the a irfoil at each blade station will vary from a standard 12% thick airfoil. A standard thickness airfoil at the
blade root simply Canl"ot take the necessary
loads . Consequentl}, ~cu•11 have to develop
a series of a irfoils for which you will make
templates that will help you to work down
the tops of your blades to the proper shape.
Plot and draw each airfoil as I have shown
in Exhibit I I I. Here I have shown a table
that gives the proper thickness of the airfoil for each station in tenns of the
radius of your prop. To find the correct
thickness for each station in inches, simply
multiply the factor shown in this table
by the radius of your prop. To plot the
airfoil and make templates, simply lay
out the chord of the airfoil (also defined
in tenns of the diameter} and plot the air
foil shape on it using the general coordinates shown , multiplied hy the proper thickness in :inches.
Summary
With the l ay out steps shown in this
article, you can def:ine and locate all c ritical dimensions of a very efficient prop
s~ted to your plane and eng:ine.
'I do not :intend to go :into the steps of
glu:ing, carv:ing, balancing, etc., bedu/4~e
others have done it better and more cle~rly
than the limited space on pages like these
will allow. Instead, I have taken you to
the point where other articles tend to
begin. For those who are seriously interested in making their 011,,n prop, I would
highly recommend Harry Weishaar's manual .
Nobody explains the practical steps and precautions of actual fabrication, balancing
and finishing a s well as he does. His address
appeared :in the ,f irst of these articles.
Mak:ing your own prop really isn't as
difficult as you mi ght think. A bit of work
with paper and pencil will save much carving
of wood and mus cle effort. Good luckl
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Airfoil Dimensions
Of Prop Radius
Chord
Thickness

As A Fraction
Station

30%

.158
.164
.158
.132
.090
.062

45

60
7!1

,

90
100

.0316
. 0278
.0210
.0142
.0082
.0042
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SEATON S SAFETY SUMMARY
1

First Fly-In Of The Year!
Hudson Airport
Phil
help
with
be a

January 30, 1982

9: 00am til 3:00pm

L. Hudson Airport is now Phil L. Hudson Municipal Airport, and we are going to
the city of Mesquite celebrate its long_-awaited airport. We have been talking
the city r epresentatives and they are proud of their airport. They want EAA to
part of the airport.

The street maintenance crews are busy patching the ho les in the asphalt, while the
highway department is mowing the grass. Those of you who have visited Hudson Airport
will be in f or a real surprise. The future management of the airport is now being
negotiated with the City of Mesquite, but the interim management is in the capable
hands of Roger Hanz and W.E. (Bill) Buchmeyer. Roger i s new to aviation ; Bill has
owned and operated his own J3 Cub for more years than he will discuss.
r umb r 1 F
af
Man will resen t the new GAMA t a e slide
,called 11 0n Weather 11 and a short film on mountain flyi ng.
I do not want to corrment
on Texas pilots and their mountain flying here, but, as indicated by the newspaper
reports , this is a timely presentation.} Chuck Leath will give a short presentation
on the Ci vi l Air Patrol activity at Hudson Airport.
Chapter 168 1 s purpose on this occasion is to help promote airports, safer pilots,
respect for flying, sport aviation, and MOST OF ALL, l ots of fun. The new airport
management team has agreed to clear the transit parking area of all other aircraft
and allow Chapter 168 the whole area to set up a display to promote our chapter
aircraft.
Please set aside January 30, 1982 (that's Saturdax) f or a fun day at Hudson Airport
in Mesquite. We would like to see our chapter represented 100%.
PLANNED SCHEDULE
9:00 - 10:00 a.m.
10:00 - 12:00 a.m.
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

Informal gathering of pilots and aircraft
FAA presentati on to pilots and fami lies
Public presentation of sport and f actory-made
aircraft

Bring your l unch, or ride with others to the local res taurants. The FAA presentation
,attendance does make one eligible for the 1982 $60,000 Safe Pilot Sweeps takes by GAMA.
In case of bad weather, the rain date for the aircraft display will be February 6, 1982,
but the safety meeting w111 continue as planned on January 30th.
Automobile drivers are even welcome to come to the Fly-In. Take I-20 east toward
Shreveport , exit right on Lawson Road (Devil s Bowl exi t), after l mile turn right on
Scyene Road, and continue¼ mile to Hudson Airport.
1

See you at the next meeting Norman & Sharon Seaton

.
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WANTS

&

DISFOSALS

Hangar space - 60' x 60' hangar at Birdog Field,
10 miles northwest of Denton Municipal Airport.
3,500' sod runway. $45.00 per month.

l<--OR fu:NT:

Contact:

FOH SALE:

David Wilson - (214; l+J6-7152

T-18 project. Fuselage cleco, wing skins cut,
most material to finish. Sell for cost.
Contact:

David Wilson - (214) 4J6-7152

KR-1, 75% complete. 1,200 cc VW engine, Hegy
prop, most iarts to complete. ;;;2, 000.00

FOR SALE:

Contact:

Paul Webb - (817) 497-4100 (home)
(214) 542-3325 (work)

Contact Gerry Catha at 955-7851 (during the day) or
298-4464 (in evenings) to place your wants and/or
disposal ads.
The deadline for submission is the 7th of each month.

.,.

SERVING ALL YOUR NEEDS IN:
' HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATiON'

CLARDY's CONTRACT SERVICE

If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home , Business ••• Let:
DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY

Find Answer to Your Particular Need.

SPECIALIZING IN G.E. EQUIPMENT
9007 SAN BENITO

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.

214/327-4324

Just Call:
Delmo (Pitts Special> Johnson

1901 Ross, 214/741-6001 or 747-06.35

.AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST

M. J. KRUGER
817/53.3-2307
RT. 1, MALONE, TEXAS 76660

Airport Residential Lots and Hanger sites.
Restricted
Municipal Water
2900 ft. Paved & Ughted Runwav

KRUGER PROPELLER SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN AIRCRAFT, MARINE AND
EXPERIMENTAL PROPELLERS.

contoctJohn Austin l 347-2373

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT

George Carrol

~

(214) 637-3598

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY

SEATON & SEATON

7204 PARWELK

AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICE

(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg.)

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
AN

•

MS

•

NORMAN N . SEATON , CFI

NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES

ATTENTION:

214-270 - 3791

Airplanes
Instruments
Used Parts
f:ngmes

HOMEBUILDERS! ! !

...

USED AIRPLANE PARTS

i!ad,os

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS
8701 Cardinal Road
Fort Worth, Texas 76180
(across from Mangham Airport}

PAUL CAMP

Bus. 817 -281-8468
Res. (metro) 268-2786

BOBBY OSBORN

214/227-4569

LANCASTER AIRPORT

NEW!

NEW!

IAIRPLANE KITSI

We are Now Distributors for DITZLER
Aircraft Paints
All Colors Supplied from Stock ...

wnDED

ASSQIIUS

GEM SUPPLY ·_
We also have Aircraft Supplies, Pilot Supplies,
Ground Support Equipment & More.

8122 DENTON DRIVE
DALLAS, TEXAS 75235

I..

Phone (214) 350-7066

AIICIAFT PLYWOOD

HARDWAIIE

AlMA AVIATION SumY Co.

~ P. 0 . BOX6" •GREENVILLE. TEXAS 15401
214-455-3593

1982
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